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te peaceably to assemble and invention and mastery of such
By Kevin A. Sensenig
Draft 1.02
2022 April 8
tccc

In a tccc dimension-esprit-Freedom-1776 Nation!, we have te various inventions and
doSomethings and the right peaceably to assemble and its various categories and
domains of inter- and multi-faceted meanings and experiential and fact-verbs. Te
corporation, individual, facet, and ethic.
in a dimensiono-esprit-Communist state, and there might be various types of these,
various expressions, the individual who invents such as C or SPARC or like is taken
care of, and any like who take up its mastery. Throughout the centuries and
millenia. Or various types, or if- and maybe but possibly in a certain manner,
theoretical-applied, meticulous, free, or dimension, or if so. Source material,
original thought, analytic-feeling-experiential-compassion-flexi-structureace, theory
and praxis, the anticipated and the actual; events, arcs, and a projection of domain
and of-.

Note
historical.

Something to verify.

A digital computer -- to manufacture one -- any digital electronic combination that
works with and produces logic, is a digital computer, and such was denied right to
market via AT&T, told so by the US national government.
telling us where to put things of natural and logical and ethical and productive type
and category.

Resources
https://www.jstor.org/stable/24122300

then you have ->

te right 'peaceably to assemble' ... and to sustain (such)

tccc
www.tpdrcouga.com
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1776 Freedom America ... Te Marxist Thomas Paine And Te Compute Center Constitution
Of Te United States Of America !

Addenda
1.

Of- which there is a just- right-minded- esprit- dimension and multi-categories.

2.

This is a right and to be put into effect, a clarity view and grasped domain.

3. This is Free Commerce, and all terms Commerce are by definition of te tccc Term,
Free, Liberty, Liberation, ethic, merit, of sound value and duration.
4.

This is to be put into place.

4.1 This is to be put into place in a) The United States Of America; and 2) each
State; 3) the Republics thereof and therein, when they should finally be also put
into place and realized. This is tccc.
Te Corporation, The state, The United States, the Individual, We The People, the
rights, the available, the just (two perpendicular surface-plane-segments, as a
sequence of steps, uh, in 2022 and say before, throughout millenia, a just concept
and step sequence, a right angle, and multi-angle.
Of sound logic, dimension, and esprit.

Other Papers On This Right And Idea
_ Right Peaceably To Assemble
_ The Right Of Te People Peaceably To Assemble --> To Assemble

